UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
NATIONAL LABOR RELATIONS BOARD
REGION 32
1301 Clay St Ste 300N
Oakland, CA 94612-5224
Telephone: (510) 637-3300
Fax: (510)637-3315
Re: Tesla Motors Corporation NLRB Case #: 32-CA-197020; NLRB Case #: 32-CA-197058; NLRB Case #: 32CA-197091; NLRB Case #: 32-CA-197197, NLRB Case #: 32-CA-200530, Death Cases for Gary D. Conley,
Doug Bourn, Andrew Ingram, Brain M. Finn, Steven Weaver, et al, The OSHA/NLRB investigation of the
factory molten aluminum injuries to Jorge, Kevin and Jesus; The FBI Solyndra/Tesla investigation and related
investigations.

Sept. 22, 2017
Deputy Regional Attorney Jeffrey L. Henze - NLRB
Field Attorney Edris W.I. Rodriguez Ritchie - NLRB
Valerie Hardy-Mahoney, Regional Director – NLRB
Arnnon Geshuri – Tesla arnnon@tesla.com
Margo Feinberg - SCHWARTZ, STEINSAPIR, DOHRMANN & SOMMERS LLP
John Skonberg - Littler Mendelson, P.C.
Statement:
Our group has been involved with Tesla Motors since the formation of Tesla Motors.
We hereby confirm and verify that Tesla Motors has knowingly obfuscated previous investigations of
safety and anti-trust issues in an ongoing effort to operate in a greed-over-safety business plan.
Tesla Motors staff and investors have threatened the lives and safety of those who might speak out
about the abuse and negligence at Tesla Motors.
This matter is far more than a “few accidents”. Tesla Motors practices organized crime-like RICO
violating manipulations within the industry. Elon Musk, his staff and investors, will lie to save their
reputations at any cost.
We have communicated with the FBI, GAO, FTC and other investigators about this matter. You will
find more than enough evidence at http://www.outloud.biz and thousands of other mirrors, to prove our
assertions.

This public record letter shall serve as a public notice of our assertion of criminally negligent and illicit
practices by Tesla Motors. We encourage the NLRB to deeply investigate Tesla Motors and to
cooperate with the FBI, SEC, GAO and IG’s with concurrent investigations into Tesla Motors.
Elon Musk, and his investors, traded election campaign rigging services with internet companies
owned by Musk’s Cartel for government grants and free loans from taxpayers. It wasn’t “The Russians”
rigging the last few elections. It was Elon Musk and his Cartel. Musk’s Cartel backed Obama and
Clinton. They have publicly admitted this. The California and New York Attorney General’s were
running cover for the Tesla scam and various agencies were ordered to not investigate the various
crimes, safety violations, stock frauds, pump-and-dumps, employee abuses, deaths and other illicit
deeds by Tesla. Musk had protection from every agency during the Obama Administration because
those agency heads held stock market profits in the Cartel suppliers. Now their cover-up is falling apart
as the swamp gets drained!
Tesla Motors engaged in multiple felonies. Our associates have put this in writing to both James
Comey and Christopher Wray, at the FBI, and copied it to every independent media outlet! The coverups are over!
Over 100 of us are prepared to testify to Elon Musk’s and Tesla Motors criminal abuse of the industrial
system and the bribery of political officials in order to operate cover-ups!
The Tesla Investigation Alliance
CC: FBI, FCC, FTC, GAO, CFTC, SEC, Congressional Agencies
Attachments- FBI Submits, Congressional Submits

